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PUBLICATION DISSERTATION OPTION

This dissertation has been prepared in the style utilized by the Missouri University
of Science and Technology and consists of three articles. The first paper titled
“Automatic Dermoscopy Skin Lesion Border Classification” in pages 7 through 31 is
prepared and ready to be submitted for publication. The second paper titled
“Segmentation of Atypical Pigment Network in Skin Lesion Images and Classification of
Melanoma Using Features Extracted from the Segmented Regions” in pages 32 through
58 is prepared and ready to be submitted for publication. The third paper titled
“Automated Classification of Malignant Melanoma Using Fusion of Clinical and
Dermoscopy Features from Skin Lesion Images” in pages 59 through 82 is prepared and
ready to be submitted for publication.
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ABSTRACT

Melanoma causes more deaths than any other form of skin cancer. Early
melanoma detection is important to prevent progression to a more deadly stage.
Automated computer-based identification of melanoma from dermoscopic images of skin
lesions is the most efficient method in early diagnosis. An automated melanoma
identification system must include multiple steps, involving lesion segmentation, feature
extraction, feature combination and classification. In this research, a classifier-based
approach for automatically selecting a lesion border mask for segmentation of
dermoscopic skin lesion images is presented. A logistic regression based model selects a
single lesion border mask from multiple border masks generated by multiple lesion
segmentation algorithms. This research also presents a method of segmenting atypical
pigment network (APN) based on variance in the red plane in the lesion area of a
dermoscopic image. Features extracted from APN regions are used in automated
classification of melanoma. The automated identification of melanoma is further
improved by fusion of other features relevant to melanoma detection. This research uses
clinical features, APN features, median split cluster features, pink area features, white
area features and salient point features in various hierarchical combinations to improve
the overall performance in melanoma identification. A training set of 837 dermoscopic
skin lesion images together with a disjoint test set of 804 dermoscopic skin lesion images
are used in this research to produce the experimental findings.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
Skin cancer is a very common type of cancer among both sexes in the United
States. Among different types of skin cancer, malignant melanoma is considered to be the
deadliest and is responsible for the most skin cancer deaths [1]. An estimated 76,100 new
melanomas will be diagnosed and about 9,710 people are expected to die of melanoma
during the year 2014 in the United States [1]. Failure to diagnose melanoma in its earlier
stage may allow it to be lethal, hence its early detection is critically important to reduce
deaths caused by melanoma. However, decisions made by professionals in the area for
diagnosis of melanoma are very subjective and they often have to depend on pathological
tests which take time. Due to high subjectivity and dependence on pathological tests,
numerous unnecessary biopsies are performed every year. Over a billion dollars per year
is spent on biopsying lesions that turn out to be benign, and even then cases of melanoma
are missed by domain experts [2]. Hence, the need for a computer-aided system has risen
significantly as professionals are seeking assistance in faster and accurate diagnosis of
melanoma in replacement of time consuming, invasive and expensive methods. Any such
novel computer-aided system or algorithm has to be highly accurate in order to be
implemented consistently in the diagnostic process. Assisting in the development of such
a computer-aided system is a method called dermoscopy.
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1.2. RESOURCE, DATA AND TOOLS
Dermoscopy, a technical name for epiluminescence light microscopy (ELM), is a
non-invasive technique that magnifies the lesion and enables visibility of subsurface
structures, improving in vivo diagnosis of pigmented skin lesions [3-4]. In particular,
contact non-polarized dermoscopy, a variant of dermoscopy that combines optical
magnification and liquid immersion to make subsurface lesion features visible, is widely
used in the diagnosis of melanoma [5]. It is also anticipated that advances in this
technology will allow improved detection of melanoma in the early stage. With such
vision, numerous image analysis techniques have been developed using contact nonpolarized dermoscopy to detect structures and segments such as white areas [6], atypical
pigment network (APN) [7], median split color segments [8], pink areas [9] and salient
points [10] among others, which are significant in melanoma identification. Various
lesion segmentation algorithms are also developed to aid in segmentation of such
structures and regions [11].
This research work is based on a total of 1641 contact non-polarized dermoscopy
images divided into a training set of 837 dermoscopy images and a disjoint test set of 804
dermoscopy images. These images were obtained from four clinics during the years 2007
to 2009. They were acquired by similar processes using similar lighting and at similar
magnification levels.
Segmentation algorithms used in this research are developed in MATLAB®
(various versions), The Mathworks Inc., 3 Apple Hill Drive, Natick, MA 01760-2098,
USA and in C++ in combination with the open source computer vision library OpenCV.
Classifier models used in this research are based on logistic regression and are developed
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using SAS® 9.1, SAS Institute Inc., 100 SAS Campus Drive, Cary, NC 27513-2414,
USA.
1.3. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
This dissertation consists of research contributions in the following three areas of
automated classification of melanoma:
1. Automatic dermoscopy skin lesion border classification
2. Segmentation of atypical pigment network in skin lesion images and classification
of melanoma using features extracted from the segmented regions
3. Automated classification of malignant melanoma using fusion of clinical and
dermoscopy features extracted from skin lesion images
An accurate skin lesion segmentation is the first step in any automatic analysis of
a dermoscopy image for proper diagnosis of a lesion type. Due to the variation in skin
color, skin condition, lesion type and lesion area, automatic segmentation algorithms are
not successful enough to generate an accurate segmentation of skin lesion. Hence, an
automatic lesion border classifier is presented in this research which identifies a good
lesion border among different choices available from different segmentation algorithms,
thereby increasing the overall performance of generating an accurate lesion border for
melanoma classification.
Atypical pigment networks are brown, black or gray meshes or thick lines in
dermoscopy images [12]. This research presents a method of segmentation of APN
regions based on variance in the red plane. Features are then extracted from the
segmented APN and non-APN regions to build a classifier model for detection of
melanoma.
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In addition to the APN features, this research also uses features generated from
other significant structures and regions like pink areas, white areas, salient points and
median split color segments, along with clinical features to generate models for
classification of melanoma. Various models are generated based on different
combinations of features in a two-step hierarchical melanoma classifier model. It
demonstrates the potential of feature combinations at different steps for accurate
classification of melanoma.
1.4. DISSERTATION OUTLINE
The contribution and results of this research are compiled as three chapters in this
dissertation. Automatic dermoscopy skin lesion border classification is presented in
Chapter I. Segmentation of atypical pigment network in skin lesion images and
classification of melanoma using features extracted from the segmented regions is
presented in Chapter II. Automated classification of malignant melanoma using fusion of
clinical and dermoscopy features extracted from skin lesion images is presented in
Chapter III.
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PAPER
I. AUTOMATIC DERMOSCOPY SKIN LESION BORDER CLASSIFICATION

Nabin K. Mishraa, Randy H. Mossa, Ravneet Kaurb, Reda Kasmic, Justin G. Coled,
William V. Stoeckerd,e
a

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Missouri University of Science and
Technology (S&T), Rolla, MO, 65409, USA
b

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineeering, Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, Edwardsville, IL, 62026, USA
c
d

University of Bejaia, Bejaia, Algeria

Stoecker & Associates, Rolla, MO, 65401, USA

e

Department of Dermatology, University of Missouri School of Medicine, Columbia,
MO, 65212, USA

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a classifier-based approach for automatically selecting a
lesion border mask for dermoscopic skin lesion images. The variation in morphology and
color of dermoscopic skin lesion images makes segmentation of skin lesions a difficult
problem. The accuracy of a single algorithm to provide an acceptable lesion border is not
high enough to assist in any further processing of skin lesions. In this paper, a logistic
regression-based lesion border classifier model is presented. This model selects a single
lesion border from multiple borders generated by multiple lesion segmentation
algorithms, jointly providing an acceptable border for a given set of images. Features
used to build the model are based on morphology of the automatic lesion border and the
color variations inside and outside of the lesion. The overall performance of the
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classifier-based automatic skin lesion finder is found to be better than any single
algorithm used in this research.

1. INTRODUCTION
Melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer, causing a large majority of skin
cancer deaths. It is estimated that about 76,100 new melanomas will be diagnosed and
about 9,710 people are expected to die of melanoma in the United States in the year 2014
[1]. It is fully curable if diagnosed in its earlier stage. Over a billion dollars per year is
spent on biopsying lesions that turn out to be benign, and even then cases of melanoma
are missed by domain experts [2].
The dermoscopy imaging method has been very popular in recent years in skin
cancer diagnosis. This method has been reported to be a very important tool in the early
detection of melanoma [3-6]. Studies have shown that dermoscopy increases the
diagnostic accuracy over clinical visual inspection in the hands of experienced physicians
[7-9]. Hence automatic analysis of lesion dermoscopy has been an area of research in
recent years.
Skin lesion segmentation is the first step in any automatic analysis of a
dermoscopy image. Hence, an accurate lesion segmentation algorithm is essential for the
proper diagnosis of lesion type. Numerous research papers have been published
describing a variety of lesion segmentation algorithms [10-29]. Each of those algorithms
has its own advantages and disadvantages; each performing well on certain sets of
images. But with the variety in skin color, skin condition, lesion type and lesion area,
those algorithms are not capable of providing the proper segmentation of a skin lesion
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every time. Incapability of the lesion segmentation algorithms to provide a perfect lesion
segmentation leads to this idea of incorporating multiple lesion segmentation algorithms,
with different algorithms working best in different types of lesion and skin conditions,
into a single system. This system would be able to provide a good segmentation of a
lesion by selecting the best among the multiple choices obtained from multiple
algorithms. Hence, this novel idea of implementing a lesion border classifier to solve the
border selection problem is proposed.
In this paper, an automatic dermoscopy skin lesion border classifier is presented,
which will select the best lesion border among the choices available for any skin lesion.
Figure 1 illustrates a basic block diagram of the proposed automatic border classifier.
This border classifier uses morphological and color features from the segmented border
and the dermoscopy image to select the best border among different available choices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains about the
segmentation algorithms used in this research. Section 3 explains different features used
in the classifier. Section 4 describes the classifier setup. Section 5 discusses the result.
Finally, section 6 gives the conclusion and possible future work.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the lesion border classifier, computer-generated border shown
in red; correct border shown in yellow for comparison.

2. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS
A total of fifteen different segmentation algorithms are currently used in this
research to build a classifier model. These algorithms are selected and developed based
on their performance on different types of skin lesion images rather than their overall
accuracy on the available image set. Each algorithm produces a good border for certain
types of skin lesions, with some being better on multiple lesion types which hence have
better overall accuracy. A single algorithm with the highest overall accuracy is still not
enough for providing good segmentation on all images selected for the experiment. A
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single border for each image, manually drawn by a dermatologist, is also used in building
the classifier model.
Seven of the border segmentation algorithms are based on geodesic active contour
(GAC), implemented using the level set algorithm [30-32]. The initial contour is found
by segmentation of a pre-processed image, using a modified Otsu threshold [15]. Based
on seven different pre-processing methods performed on the RGB dermoscopy image,
seven different borders are obtained using GAC and the level set algorithm. Histogram
thresholding applied separately on a smoothed blue color plane and on a pinkchromaticity image provide another two different lesion borders [10, 33]. An image
thresholding method based on minimizing the measures of fuzziness of a dermoscopy
skin lesion image is used as another method of segmenting a skin lesion [34, 35]. The
next skin lesion segmentation algorithm is based on minimum cross entropy thresholding
where threshold selection is performed by minimizing the cross entropy between the
dermoscopy image and its segmented version [35-36]. Next, a more pertinent information
measure of an image is obtained by modifying an entropy method for image thresholding
to obtain two more lesion borders by applying different pre-processing and postprocessing methods [35, 37]. Last two segmentation algorithms are based on the principal
components transform (PCT) and the median split algorithm [38]. An RGB image is first
transformed using the PCT and then a median split is performed on the transformed
image to obtain the lesion border mask. Two different masks using this method are
obtained by two different post-processing approaches. In addition, one manually drawn
border for each image is also used for training the classifier.
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3. FEATURE DESCRIPTION
The proposed lesion border classifier uses morphological features calculated from
the candidate lesion borders and color features calculated from the dermoscopy image to
identify the best border among the choices available. There are seven morphological and
forty-eight color-related features used in the classification process.
3.1. MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES
This section explains various morphological features used in this research.
(a) Centroid location: Centroid location is the location of the centroid of the area
enclosed by the lesion border in terms of its x and y coordinates of the pixel location with
the origin being at the upper left corner of the image. Centroid location, in terms of x and
y coordinates of a collection of pixels are given by the following equations,
𝑛

1
̅̅̅
𝑋𝑐 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛

(1)

𝑖=1
𝑛

1
𝑌̅𝑐 = ∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑛

(2)

𝑖=1

where 𝑛 is the number of pixels in the lesion area, xi is the x coordinate of the ith pixel and
yi is the y coordinate of the ith pixel.
(b) Centroid distance (Dc): Centroid distance is the distance between the centroid of the
image and the centroid of the lesion border. It is calculated as follows
𝐷𝑐 = √(𝑥𝑐,𝑙𝑏 − 𝑥𝑐,𝑖𝑚 )2 + (𝑦𝑐,𝑙𝑏 − 𝑦𝑐,𝑖𝑚 )2

(3)

where (𝑥𝑐,𝑙𝑏 , 𝑦𝑐,𝑙𝑏 ) is lesion border centroid and (𝒙𝒄,𝒊𝒎 , 𝒚𝒄,𝒊𝒎 ) is image centroid; which
is the center of the image.
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(c) Lesion perimeter (LP): Lesion perimeter is calculated by counting the outermost
pixels of the lesion.
(d) Lesion area (LA): Lesion area is calculated by counting the number of pixels inside
the lesion border.
(e) Scaled centroid distance (SDc): Scaled centroid distance is the ratio of centroid
distance (Dc) to the square root of lesion area and is given by
𝑆𝐷𝑐 =

𝐷𝑐
√𝐿𝐴

(4)

(f) Compactness (C): Compactness is defined as the ratio of the lesion perimeter to the
square root of 4π times the lesion area. This measure compares the object with a circle
whose compactness is unity. It is calculated as shown in Eq. (5).
𝐶=

𝐿𝑃
√4 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝐿𝐴

(5)

3.2. COLOR FEATURES
Color features are calculated separately from different target areas in the image.
Target areas are defined with an intention to identify the color difference between the
inside and outside of the lesion. Some of the targeted areas are selected by calculating the
distance transform of the binary lesion border image. The selected target areas are
defined below and are shown in Figure 2.
 Inside lesion area: It is the region inside the lesion border as shown in Figure 2(a). It
is the same as the lesion area.
 Outside lesion area: It is the region outside the lesion border that extends to the
image boundary as shown in Figure 2(b). If the lesion border covers the entire image,
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then the outside lesion area is represented as zero and hence all the color features in
this region are represented by zero.
 Rim area outside lesion border: It is the region just outside the lesion border. The
distance transform matrix is used to select pixels in this region. Any pixels within the
distance of 50√2(≈ 70.71) from the lesion boundary are selected to be in this
region. This region is shown in Figure 2(c).
 Rim area inside lesion border: It is a region just inside the lesion border. In this case
as well, the distance transform matrix is used to select pixels in the region. Any pixels
within the distance of 50√2(≈ 70.71) from the lesion boundary is selected to be in
this region as shown in Figure 2(d).
 Overlapping rim area at lesion border: It is a region that covers a portion of area just
outside the lesion boundary and another portion just inside the lesion boundary. The
distance transform is calculated from the lesion boundary going outside the lesion and
inside the lesion. Any pixels within the distance of 0.75 ∗ 50√2(≈ 50.03) is selected
to be in this region. This region is illustrated in the Figure 2(e).
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(a) Inside lesion area

(b) Outside lesion area

(d) Inner rim area

(c) Outer rim area

(e) Overlapping rim area

Figure 2. Target areas for extraction of color features are highlighted in shades.
In calculating the color features, regions of dark corners are excluded. A dark
corner is defined as a region, within a distance of 250 pixels from a corner of the image,
where the intensity value of a grayscale image is less than 75. This is determined by
performing histogram analysis of samples with dark corners in the training and the test
set. If any holes exist in that region then they are filled. A sample image with dark
corners in the upper left, upper right and lower left corners is shown in Figure 3(a) and
the dark corner mask is shown in Figure 3(b).
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(a) Original lesion image

(b) Dark corner mask

Figure 3. Sample dark corner image and its dark corner mask (shown in white).

The dark corner mask is used along with the original border mask to obtain an
effective border in order to calculate the color features excluding the dark corners since
they are not part of the lesion but part of the camera setup. The effective border mask is
obtained by performing logical operations as shown in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), and is
illustrated in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b).
𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝐴 = 𝑀𝑑𝑐 ⋀𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛

(6)

𝑀𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 = 𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝐴 ⨁𝑀𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟

(7)

where, 𝑀𝑑𝑐 : dark corner mask.
𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 : region mask (any one of the five possible regions).
𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝐴 : intermediate mask that represents the common area between the dark
corner and the selected region.
𝑀𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 : effective region mask
⋀ : represents logical AND operation
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⨁ : represents logical exclusive-OR (XOR) operation

dark corner mask

lesion border mask

common area after
AND operation

effective lesion
border mask

common area after
AND operation

effective lesion
outside area

(a)

dark corner mask

outside lesion mask
(b)

Figure 4. Exclusion of dark corner region by logical operations.
The operations in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) are performed for all the five regions shown
in Figure 2. The color features are then calculated over the effective region for all five
different regions. The color features used in the research area are as follows.
(a) Mean intensity of red, green and blue color planes for each effective region: The red,
the green and the blue intensity planes from the dermoscopy image are used along with
the individual effective region masks to calculate the mean intensity of red, green and
blue color planes as shown in Eq. (8), Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) respectively.
𝑁

1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 = ∑ 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1

(8)
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𝑁

1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 = ∑ 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 (𝑖)
𝑁

(9)

𝑖=1
𝑁

1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐵
∑ 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑖)
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 =
𝑁

(10)

𝑖=1

where 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 and 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 represent the intensity of red, green and blue color planes,
respectively, and N represents the total number of pixels in the effective region.
(b) Intensity standard deviation of red, green and blue planes for each effective region:
After calculating the mean intensity of each color plane for each effective region,
intensity standard deviation is calculated for the same using Eq. (11), Eq. (12) and Eq.
(13).
𝑁

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅

1
2
=√
∑(𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑖) − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 )
𝑁−1

(11)

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅

1
2
=√
∑(𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 (𝑖) − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 )
𝑁−1

(12)

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅

1
2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
=√
∑(𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑖) − 𝐵
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 )
𝑁−1

(13)

𝑖=1

where 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 and 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 represent the intensity of red, green and blue color planes,
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
respectively. ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 , ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 and 𝐵
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 represent the mean intensity of red, green and blue
planes, respectively, for the effective region. N represents the total number of pixels in
the effective region.
(c) Mean intensity and standard deviation of grayscale image for each effective region: In
order to calculate these features, the grayscale image is obtained by using Eq. (14). The
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grayscale image is then used to calculate the mean intensity of grayscale image and the
standard deviation of grayscale image using Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), respectively.
𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 (𝑟, 𝑐) = 0.2989 ∗ 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑟, 𝑐) + 0.5870 ∗ 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 (𝑟, 𝑐) + 0.1140 ∗ 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑟, 𝑐)

(14)

𝑁

1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦
∑ 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 (𝑖)
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 =
𝑁

(15)

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅

1
2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
=√
∑(𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 (𝑖) − 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅 )
𝑁−1

(16)

𝑖=1

(d) Difference of the mean intensity of outer rim and inner rim for effective region: It is
the absolute difference between the mean intensity of the outer rim and the inner rim for
each RGB color plane and the grayscale image.
(e) Difference of the standard deviation of outer rim and inner rim for effective region: It
is the absolute difference between the standard deviation of the outer rim and the inner
rim for each RGB color plane and the grayscale image.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1. IMAGE DATABASE
A total of 837 dermoscopy images were used for training and 804 dermoscopy
images were used as a disjoint test set in this research. These images were obtained in
four clinics between the years 2007 to 2009. These images were acquired by similar
process using similar lighting and at similar zoom levels.
Each image was run through fifteen different segmentation algorithms which were
discussed briefly in Section 2. In some cases, some of the segmentation algorithms did
not return a lesion border based on size and location filter implemented in the algorithm
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itself. One manually obtained lesion border, drawn by a domain expert, was also used
from each image in the training set in the process of creating the classifier model. Hence,
for the training set with 837 dermoscopy images, a total of 13,086 borders were obtained.
Each of these borders were manually rated by a domain expert in one of the following
ways:
0 - for being a bad border,
1 - for being a good border and
2 - for being close to a good border (acceptable for melanoma detection).
In order to create a classifier model, only the borders rated as 0 and 1 were used.
Hence, a total of 10,770 borders were selected from the 13,086 borders obtained from the
training set. In the selected 10,770 borders, there were 4,414 good borders (rated as 1)
and 6356 bad borders (rated as 0). The remaining 2,316 borders that were acceptable for
melanoma detection (rated as 2) were not used in making the classifier model but were
used later during the best border selection process. For each of the lesion borders, 55
different features were calculated.
4.2. CLASSIFIER SETUP
Logistic regression implemented in SAS (SAS Institute Inc., 100 SAS Campus
Drive, Cary, NC 27513-2414, USA) was used to build a classifier model for separating
good lesion borders and bad lesion borders. It used Chi-Square statistics to determine the
significance of the variables, in order to be selected in the model. The stepwise selection
method was implemented for selection of the significant features in model building
process. In this method, a variable to be added in the model must be statistically
significant at a level denoted by SLENTRY. Once the variable is added, stepwise method
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looks at all the other variables already included in the model and removes any variable
that are not statistically significant at some level denoted by SLSTAY. Another variable
can only be added after this check is made and the necessary variable removal is
performed. The stepwise process ends when no variable outside the model are
statistically significant at SLENTRY level and every variable in the model is statistically
significant at SLSTAY level. In this research, both the SLENTRY and SLSTAY of 0.11
were used in stepwise selection method of model building. Higher values of SLENTRY
and SLSTAY provides higher accuracy model with less stability while with their lower
values, better stability can be achieved at a cost of a small decrease in performance. The
chosen value here was found to be optimal for the given problem after numerous
experiments.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. CLASSIFIER MODEL
The logistic regression procedure generated a model based on training set border
features. Predicting variables and their interactions are selected to be in the model at a
significance level of 0.11 based on their Chi-Square score. The summary of the results
obtained from the model is shown in Table 1. It shows that out of 4414 good borders,
4019 (91.05%) were identified correctly as good and 395 (8.95%) were classified as bad
borders. Similarly, out of 6356 bad borders, 5115 (80.47%) were identified correctly as
bad and 1241 (19.52%) were classified as good. The overall accuracy of the model was
calculated to be 84.8% in terms of being able to distinguish borders used for training.
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Table 1. Summary of prediction using the classifier model.

Predicted Class

Actual
Class

Good Border

Bad Border

Total

Good Border

4019 (91.05%)

395 (8.95%)

4414

Bad Border

1241 (19.52 %)

5115 (80.47%)

6356

Total

5260

5510

10770

Figure 5 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the lesion
border classifier model for the training set. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) for the
model is 0.949. The vertical axis in the ROC curve represents the sensitivity also called
the true positive rate and the horizontal axis represents the false negative rate which is
obtained by subtracting specificity from unity.
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Figure 5. ROC curve for border classifier for the training set.
A generic equation for a model, with n features selected based on the Chi-Sqaure
statistic and a certain significance level, obtained from logistic regression is shown in Eq.
(17).
𝑧 = 𝐼 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑓1 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑓2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑛 ∗ 𝑓𝑛
where 𝐼 ∶ intercept value from the model
𝛽 ∶ estimate value for respective features
𝑓 ∶ feature value, it may also represent a combination of features
𝑛 ∶ total number of features selected in the model

(17)
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The z value is used to calculated the predicting value, f(z), using Eq. (18), which
is the logistic function. The f(z) value is used to predict the border either being good or
bad.
𝑓(𝑧) =

1
(1 + 𝑒 −𝑧 )

(18)

5.2. BORDER SELECTION PROCESS
The first step in selecting the best border among different choices available is to
calculate f(z) value using Eqs. (17) and (18), for each lesion border choice available. The
maximum f(z) value represents the best border statistically as shown in Eq. (19).
𝐿𝐵𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 max(𝑓𝑥 (𝑧))
𝑥

(19)

where x ranges from 1 to 15 representing the number of different segmentation
algorithms. Hence, the lesion border with maximum f(z) is selected as the best border for
any particular skin lesion image.
5.3. OVERALL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the overall accuracy achieved by the classifier model for the
training and the test set. The border selection process is performed on both sets. After the
best border is selected for each image, each selected border is compared with its
corresponding manual rating in order to find the overall success of the classifier model on
the training and the test set. For the training set, out of 837 images, 791 best choice lesion
borders had a manual rating of either 1 (representing good border) or 2 (representing
acceptable border). This means that the classifier model was 94.5% accurate in finding a
good or an acceptable border on the training set. It should be noted that borders graded as
2 were not used in generating the classifier model. This accuracy is far better than
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76.34%, which is the maximum success rate of a single algorithm among the 15 different
methods used in this research applied on the training set.
The best border selection method is also applied on the test set of 804
dermoscopic images. In this case, 743 best choice lesion borders had manual grading of
either 1 or 2 (signifying accurate selection) and the remaining 61 best choice lesion
borders had manual grading of 0 (signifying not able to find a good border). As a result,
the total accuracy of the classifier model on the test set was found to be 92.41%. This
accuracy is again better than the most successful single algorithm whose accuracy was
77.74% on the test set. The summary of these results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of the lesion border classifier.

Description

Training Set

Test Set

Total number of images

837

804

Number of borders selected with grade 1

611

568

Number of borders selected with grade 2

180

175

Number of borders selected with grade 0

46

61

Classifier accuracy (%)

94.5

92.41

Maximum accuracy with single algorithm (%)

76.34

77.74
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This analysis shows that the performance of the automatic border finding system
with a logistic regression classifier is approximately 15% more than the best
segmentation algorithm used in this research.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, a novel approach of automatic lesion border selection for
dermoscopy images is presented. This approach involves using a classifier model to
select a good lesion border from available multiple lesion segmentation algorithms
specializing in segmenting varying lesion types but each with insufficient accuracy. The
image sets used in the study were large and the presented overall accuracy of 94.5% for
the training set and 91.92% on the test set is significantly better than using any single
segmentation algorithm with the highest overall accuracy of 76.34% and 77.74% on the
training and the test sets, respectively.
The purpose of the study is to make the analysis of dermoscopy images fully
automatic. This method is novel in a way that a classifier is used for selecting the best
lesion segment from the existing ones, thereby increasing the overall success. The focus
of this study was on the calculation of features and the classification process involving
selection of best lesion border. The lesion segmentation and feature generation for
classification was fully automatic. The lesion borders were manually rated for the
purpose of supervised learning and model creation.
Despite the high accuracy achieved by this method, there is plenty of space for
future work. Other classification methods can be explored for better model creation.
Some additional features can be studied and incorporated in the classification process.
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Instead of only using the border with maximum f(z), the second and the third highest f(z)
borders can also be reviewed and incorporated or combined using image processing
techniques to obtain a better lesion border.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper classification of melanoma is performed based on features extracted
from atypical pigment network (APN) in dermoscopy images of skin lesions. Here APN
includes different types of atypical network aberrations including branch streaks, radial
streaming, pseudopods, and other irregular wide and/or dark network areas. First,
automatic segmentation of APN based on the variance in the red plane is performed in
the lesion area. Various features involving morphology, color and texture of the
segmented APN region are extracted. Some features related to morphology of the lesion
are also calculated. These features are used to build a prediction model based on logistic
regression for the classification of melanoma using a training set of 837 dermoscopy
images taken recently from private practice clinics, to most closely resemble real-world
data and also have real-world difficulty, with a melanoma to benign ratio of 1.35. The
model so obtained is then used on a disjoint test set of size 804 dermoscopy images
which are similar in difficulty to the training set, with a similar melanoma to benign ratio.
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At a sensitivity of 97.2% for the training set, the model provided a sensitivity of 80.42%
for the test set.

1. INTRODUCTION
Skin cancer is a very common type of cancer among both sexes in the United
States. There are different types of skin cancer and melanoma is one which is considered
to be the deadliest as it is responsible for the most skin cancer deaths. In the year 2014, an
estimated 76,100 new cases of invasive malignant melanomas will be diagnosed in the
United States [2]. And, about 9,710 people are expected to die of melanoma in the same
year [2]. Failure to diagnose melanoma in its earlier stage may allow it to be lethal. Early
detection of melanoma, at the in-situ stage, results in no change in life expectancy [3].
Thus, early detection of melanoma is significantly important for reducing deaths caused
by melanoma. Over a billion dollars per year is spent on biopsying lesions that turn out to
be benign, and even then cases of melanoma are missed by domain experts [4].
In this research, melanoma detection is performed based on features extracted
from Atypical Pigment Network (APN) areas within the boundary of a skin lesion in a
dermoscopy image. Dermoscopy imaging has been reported to be a very useful tool in the
early recognition of melanoma [5-8]. It has been shown from various studies that
dermoscopy increases the diagnostic accuracy over clinical visual inspection in the hands
of experienced physicians [9-11]. Hence automatic analysis of dermoscopic images using
image processing methods to segment important melanoma features has been a popular
area of research in recent years. An APN is one among many such features which is often
found in the early stage of melanoma, yielding an odds ratio of 9.0 compared to benign
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lesions [12]. Due to this reason it is considered to be a very critical feature in early
detection of melanoma.
APN regions are brown, black or gray meshes or thick lines in dermoscopy
images [13]. They are branched, broken-up, thickened and asymmetrical structure found
in melanocytic skin lesions [9,12,14]. This paper follows the consensus conference
nomenclature [12] and Fleming et al. [15], and include branch streaks, radial streaming,
pseudopods, and other darkened or thickened network areas in the definition of APN.
There have been several studies in segmentation of APN but not many have addressed the
importance of APN in melanoma classification [15-19]. Fleming et al. [15] present
techniques for extraction and measurement of important characteristics of the network
including thickness, variability of thickness of network lines, the size and variability of
network holes; and the presence or absence of radial streaming and pseudopods close to
network periphery. Fischer et al. [16] describes a technique for enhancement of network
pattern but does not accomplish network segmentation. Anantha et al. [17] presents a
global non-extractive texture analysis of two methods for determination of pigment
network; one based on the neighboring gray-level dependence matrix (NGLDM) and the
other using the lattice aperture waveform set (LAWS). Betta et al. [18] describes a
method of detecting pigment network by using a combination of spectral and structural
technique. Sadeghi et al. [19] proposes a graph-based method of detecting pigment
network, based on the fact that the edges of pigment network structures form cyclic
graphs which can be automatically detected and analyzed.
This research involves the segmentation of APN regions, feature extraction from
the segmented regions and finally classification of melanoma based on extracted features.
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APN segmentation is based on a simple concept of variance in the red plane being
important for the detection of pigment network in a dermoscopy image [20]. In addition,
few morphological features related to the skin lesion and clinical features are also used
for melanoma and benign lesion classification.
Figure 1 shows a simple block diagram of the work presented in this research.
The input to the system is a simple RGB dermoscopy image of a skin lesion and the final
outcome is to be able to decide whether the image is of a melanoma or a benign lesion.

RGB
Image

Feature
Extraction

Image Preprocessing

Classification

APN
Segmentation

Melanoma
Decision

Figure 1. Block diagram showing classification of melanoma using APN segmentation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the APN
segmentation process. Section 3 explains the features extracted from the APN segmented
region. Section 4 gives the classification methodology along with the explanation of
image data. Section 5 presents the results from the classifier. Finally. Section 6 discusses
the conclusion.
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2. APN SEGMENTATION
Segmentation of APN starts with a pre-processing of the dermoscopy image. The
image is divided into non-overlapping blocks of size 16 by 16. A previously developed
automatically generated hair mask is used to identify blocks which incorporate any part
of hair mask. These blocks are excluded from any further analysis and only those blocks
which are within the lesion border and do not contain any hair are used for segmentation
purposes. Similarly, manually marked bubble masks are also used to mask out bubble
areas inside the lesion region before APN segmentation algorithm is implemented.
Preliminary analysis was performed on some dermoscopy images with manually
segmented APN area. This analysis showed variance in the red plane as a major factor in
segmentation of APN. The importance of red variance in images for melanoma detection
was first described by Umbaugh et al. [20]. Analysis of APN areas showed that all areas
ranked above the sum of mean and one standard deviation of block red variance implies
APN on adaptive block variance ranking. The 16 by 16 block size is also motivated by
Umbaugh’s block size of 8x8 for his 500 X 480 images, providing the optimal level of
resolution for discrimination of melanoma from benign images. Figure 2 shows a
dermoscopy skin lesion with manually marked APN region. Figure 3 shows twodimensional and three-dimensional contour plots of red plane variance, for the same
image, indicating the target APN region in the skin lesion, denoted by red contours. It
should also be noted that artifacts like bubbles and hairs which are outside the lesion
borders, in this case, also have high red variance. Hence, artifacts removal is an essential
step in APN segmentation.
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Figure 2. Dermoscopy lesion image with APN region marked manually.

Figure 3. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional contour plot of red plane variance.

Red plane variance is calculated in a block size of 16 by 16 for the blocks that are
within the lesion boundary and not part of the hair mask. Eq. (1) shows the mathematical
formula used to calculate variance in the red plane for each non-overlapping block. The
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variance value is stored in each pixel location of the block after calculation. Value of N in
Eq. (1) is 256.
√𝑁 √𝑁

1
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) =
∑ ∑ (𝐼𝑟(√𝑁 ∗ (𝑥 − 1) + 𝑖, √𝑁 ∗ (𝑦 − 1) + 𝑗)
𝑁−1
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

2

√𝑁 √𝑁

−

1
∑ ∑ 𝐼𝑟(√𝑁 ∗ (𝑥 − 1) + 𝑢, √𝑁 ∗ (𝑦 − 1) + 𝑣))
𝑁

(1)

𝑢=1 𝑣=1

where 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) is the red plane variance in a square block containing N pixels; 𝑥 =
1 … 1024⁄√𝑁 and 𝑦 = 1 … 768⁄√𝑁 for an image of size 1024x768 with x being the
vertical coordinate and y being the horizontal coordinate; and 𝐼𝑟 is the red plane of the
dermoscopy image.
A threshold value is calculated, as shown in Eq. (2), from the overall mean and
standard deviation of the variance calculated in Eq. (1). An intermediate APN mask is
obtained by applying the APN threshold, calculated using Eq. (2), over the blocks used
for variance calculation. This is shown in Eq. (3). The APN mask provided by Eqs. (2)
and (3) include all relevant APN areas, as shown in Figure 4(a) and 4(f).
𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑅) + 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑅)

(2)

1,
0,

(3)

𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦) = {

𝑖𝑓 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) > 𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

In order to remove some of the false positive blocks, which contain blue-gray
granular areas, a green-to-blue ratio is calculated as shown in Eq. (4), where 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)
and 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦) represent the block by block average of the green plane and the blue
plane of the lesion dermoscopy image, respectively. Any part of the intermediate APN
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mask having a green-to-blue ratio of less than 1.1 is rejected to obtain the final APN
mask as shown in Eq. (5)
𝐺𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) = {

1,
0,

𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦)

(4)

𝑖𝑓 𝐺𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 1.1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 1
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(a)

(b)

(c)

(f)

(e)

(d)

(5)

Figure 4. APN segmentation in a melanoma in situ image. (a) Original image, (APN
circled) (b) lesion mask, (c) relative red plane variance, highest for granularity (red
circles) and ruler markings (blue oval), (d) red variance mask after threshold, (e) mask
after threshold for green-to-blue ratio applied, (f) final overlaid APN mask [21].
Figure 4 demonstrates the steps of APN segmentation starting from the target
APN region in Figure 4(a) and finally obtaining an APN overlay in Figure 4(f).
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Figure 5 shows two sample dermoscopy images with their respective APN
overlays.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Samples of dermoscopic lesion with APN. (a) Lesion image, (b) APN overlay
on lesion.

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION
A total of fifty-one different features are extracted for the classification of
melanoma. Twelve of these features are morphological features related to the APN region
and the lesion segment. Eleven of these features are texture features. The other twentyeight features are color-related features for the APN region in the lesion.
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3.1. MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES
Morphological features are features related to the morphology of the lesion or of
the segmented APN region or of a combination of both. The list of morphological
features used in this research is shown in Table 1. In Table 1, R and C represent total
number of rows and columns, respectively, of the dermoscopy image. 𝑩(𝒓, 𝒄) represents
binary lesion mask where inside lesion area is represented by 1 and outside lesion area is
represented by 0. 𝑨(𝒓, 𝒄) is the binary APN mask where 1 represents the APN region and
0 represents the non-APN region. In Table 1, APN block is defined as a 16 by 16 binary
block representing APN region, and APN blob is defined as a group of one or more APN
blocks connected together by 8-connetivity.
The centroid of a binary object with n number of pixels is given by,
𝑛

1
𝑋𝑐 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛

(6)

𝑖=1
𝑛

1
𝑌𝑐 = ∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are the x and the y coordinates of pixels in the binary object.

(7)
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Table 1. List of morphological features.

Feature
#

Mathematical Formula
𝐶

𝑅

M1

Feature Description

𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = ∑ ∑ 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐)

Lesion area

𝑟=1 𝑐=1
𝑅

M2

𝐶

𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = ∑ ∑ 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐)

APN area

𝑟=1 𝑐=1

M3

𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

M4

# 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝑁 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑠(8_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)
𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

M5

# 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝑁 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝑁 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑠(8_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)

M6

𝐷𝑐 = √(𝑥𝑐,𝐴𝑃𝑁 − 𝑥𝑐,𝑙𝑏 )2 + (𝑦𝑐,𝐴𝑃𝑁 − 𝑦𝑐,𝑙𝑏 )2

M7

𝐷𝑐,𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

Ratio of APN area to lesion area

𝐷𝑐
√𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

M8

𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

M9

𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

M10

M11

M12

𝐷𝑐,𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

Ratio of number of APN blocks to
number of APN blobs (8connected)
Centroid distance between APN
mask centroid (𝑥𝑐,𝐴𝑃𝑁 , 𝑦𝑐,𝐴𝑃𝑁 ) and
lesion border mask centroid
(𝑥𝑐,𝑙𝑏 , 𝑦𝑐,𝑙𝑏 ); centroid calculation is
described in text below
Lesion normalized centroid
distance
Total number of the outermost
pixels of the lesion
Ratio of lesion area to image area

𝐷𝑐
√𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
√𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
√𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

Ratio of number of APN blocks to
lesion area

APN normalized centroid distance
Ration of lesion perimeter to square
root of lesion area
Ration of lesion perimeter to square
root of APN area
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3.2. MEDIAN SPLIT FEATURES
Median split is a method of clustering of an image by color into more than one
segments using the histogram of the image [22-25]. The median split features are
considered only for the lesion area, hence the border mask is used to segment the lesion.
Initially all pixels in the lesion area are considered to be in a single color bin with three
dimensions, R, G and B. The dimension with the largest range is then split at the median,
so there are an equal number of pixels in the two resulting bins. Each iteration then
considers the ranges of the colors of each of the bins and splits the bin with the largest
range into two bins with equal pixel populations. The bin with the highest range in any
color axis is chosen for the subsequent split. Within the chosen bin, the split is performed
along the color axis with this highest range. In this research, this is performed three times
resulting in a segmentation into four color regions. Each region is then represented by its
average color. Figure 6 illustrates median split obtained from original RGB image. It
should be noted that lesion mask was applied on the RGB image before implementing the
median split algorithm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Median split image obtained for a lesion. (a) Original lesion, (b) Histogram in
3-D space, (c) Median split image.
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The area of APN segments lying in each color region of a median split image is
used as a feature in this research for melanoma identification. These features are
normalized by total APN area and the total lesion area as shown in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9).
𝑀𝑆𝑖,𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1(𝑀𝑆𝑖 (𝑟, 𝑐) ∗ 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐))
=
∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐)

(8)

∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1(𝑀𝑆𝑖 (𝑟, 𝑐) ∗ 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐))
∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐)

(9)

𝑀𝑆𝑖,𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

where i = 1 … 4 represents the 4 different colors of the median split image; i = 1
correspond to the darkest segment and i = 4 correspond to the lightest segment. 𝑀𝑆𝑖 (𝑟, 𝑐)
is the binary median split mask representing the ith color. 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐) represents the binary
APN mask and 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐) represents the binary lesion border mask.
3.3. SALIENT POINT FEATURES
Motivation of finding salient points came from the fact that atypical pigments are
critical in finding melanoma. Salient points are detected using Steger’s method of line
detection [26]. The best results in terms of melanoma discrimination were obtained from
the intensity plane (R+G+B)/3 [27]. The choice of sigma in Gaussian filter for the
purpose of blurring also affected the outcome and its optimal value was 1.02 [27]. Hence,
in this research, salient points obtained from the intensity plane blurred using a Gaussian
filter at a sigma value of 1.02 were used to extract features. Figure 7 shows a sample of a
lesion image and its salient point mask.
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Figure 7. A lesion image and its salient point mask.

Salient point features are summarized in Table 2. In Table 2, 𝑆(𝑟, 𝑐) represent the salient
point mask with a value of 1 representing a salient point and 0 otherwise. Similary,
𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐) and 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐) represents the APN and the lesion border masks, respectively, which
are also binary where 1 represents the corresponding region and 0 otherwise.
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Table 2: List of salient point features.
Feature
#

Mathematical Formula
𝑅

S1

Feature Description

𝐶

∑ ∑(𝑆(𝑟, 𝑐) ∗ 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐))

Salient point count in APN region

𝑟=1 𝑐=1

S2

∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1(𝑆(𝑟, 𝑐) ∗ 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐))
∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐)

Salient point count in APN region
normalized by APN area

S3

∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1(𝑆(𝑟, 𝑐) ∗ 𝐴(𝑟, 𝑐))
∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐)

Salient point count in APN region
normalized by lesion area

𝑅

S4

𝐶

∑ ∑(𝑆(𝑟, 𝑐) ∗ 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐))

Salient point count in lesion area

𝑟=1 𝑐=1

S5

∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1(𝑆(𝑟, 𝑐) ∗ 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐))
∑𝑅𝑟=1 ∑𝐶𝑐=1 𝐵(𝑟, 𝑐)

Salient point count in lesion area
normalized by lesion area

3.4. TEXTURE FEATURES
First-order texture features of the APN regions, calculated using characteristics of
the gray-level intensity histogram, are also used for identifying melanoma. Six histogram
characteristics [28] are chosen as texture features in this research as shown in Table 3.
These features are calculated only for the APN region using the APN mask and the
grayscale image. The RGB lesion image is converted to a grayscale image by using Eq.
(10). R, G, and B are the intensity values of the red, the green and the blue planes,
respectively.
𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 = 0.2989 ∗ 𝑅 + 0.5870 ∗ 𝐺 + 0.1140 ∗ 𝐵

(10)
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Table 3: List of texture features for APN region.
Feature
#

Mathematical Formula
𝑁

T1

∑ 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∗ 𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙=1
𝑁

T2

∑ (𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 − 𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 )2 ∗ 𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙=1

T3

1−

1
2
1 + 𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑟

𝑁

T4

∑ (𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 − 𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 )3 ∗ 𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙=1
𝑁

T5

2
∑ 𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙=1
𝑁

T6

∑ 𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∗ log 2 (𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 )
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙=1

Feature Description
Histogram mean; it measures average
brightness; where 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 is the intensity level
in the histogram and 𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 is the probability
of that intensity level
Histogram variance; it measures average
contrast; where 𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the histogram mean
(T1)
Smoothness index measures the relative
smoothness of the region; where 𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑟 is the
histogram variance (T2)
Skewness index measures the skewness of
the histogram; a value of 0 represents a
symmetric histogram while a positive or
negative value indicates a skewed histogram
Uniformity index measures uniformity and
has a maximum value when all intensity
levels are equal
Entropy measures the information content of
a message and its higher value indicates
greater information

3.5. COLOR FEATURES
The average color intensity of the red, green and blue color planes in the APN
regions and their standard deviation as shown in Table 4 are used as color features in the
detection of melanoma using APN. In Table 4, AC1, ..., AC6 represents color features for
APN region inside the lesion border. These features are also calculated for the non-APN
region inside the lesion border which are represented by nAC1, …, nAC6. In Table 4, N
represents total number of pixels in APN region and i is used to index pixels in that
region. Similar notation also applies to non-APN region feature calculation.
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Table 4. List of RGB color features for APN region inside lesion.
Feature
#

Mathematical Formula

Feature Description

𝑁

AC1

𝑅̅ =

Average intensity of red color in APN
region; 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the red plane intensity
value

1
∑ 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1

Average intensity of green color in APN
region; 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 is the green plane intensity
value
Average intensity of blue color in APN
region; 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 is the blue plane intensity
value

𝑁

AC2

1
𝐺̅ = ∑ 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 (𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑁

AC3

1
𝐵̅ = ∑ 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁

AC4

1
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑅 = √
∑(𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑑 (𝑖) − 𝑅̅ )2
𝑁−1
𝑖=1
𝑁

AC5

1
2
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝐺 = √
∑(𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 (𝑖) − 𝐺̅ )
𝑁−1
𝑖=1

𝑁

AC6

1
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝐵 = √
∑(𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑖) − 𝐵̅)2
𝑁−1
𝑖=1

Standard deviation of intensity of red
color in APN region

Standard deviation of intensity of green
color in APN region

Standard deviation of intensity of blue
color in APN region

Color features are also calculated using hue plane data for the APN and the nonAPN regions, inside the lesion. The RGB image is hence converted into HSV (hue,
saturation and value) planes. Since hue is a circular quantity different measures are used
to calculate hue related features. These features are summarized in Table 5 [29-32].
In order to calculate these features, some additional quantities are calculated. Hue,
a circular quantity, is converted into complex number representation as in Eq. (11).
𝐻𝑧 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖 ∗ 𝐻 ∗

𝑝𝑖
)
180

(11)
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Sample first moment or the mean resultant vector is then calculated using Eq. (12). In Eq.
(12) N represents the total number of pixels in the region used for calculating features.
𝑁

1
𝜌1 = ∑ 𝐻𝑧
𝑁

(12)

𝑗=1

The length of the mean resultant vector for the first moment is as shown in Eq. (13).
𝑅1 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝜌1 )

(13)

The sample second moment is calculated using Eq. (14) and the value is used to calculate
the length of the second moment as in Eq. (15).
𝑁

1
𝜌2 = ∑ 𝐻𝑧2
𝑁

(14)

𝑗=1

𝑅2 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝜌2 )

(15)

Similarly, as shown in Table 5, hue plane features are calculated for the non APN region
inside the lesion. These features are represented by nAH1, …, nAH4.

Table 5. List of hue plane features for APN region inside the lesion.
Feature
#
AH1

Mathematical Formula
𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝜌1 ) ∗

180
𝑝𝑖

AH2

𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑟 = 1 − 𝑅1

AH3

𝐻𝑠𝑡𝑑 = √−2 ∗ ln(𝑅1 )

AH4

𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 =

1 − 𝑅2
2 ∗ 𝑅12

Feature Description
Mean hue
Hue variance
Hue standard deviation
Hue dispersion
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4. DATA DESCRIPTION
Skin lesion images for the experiment are acquired from four private practice
clinic locations in the USA. These are contact nonpolarized dermoscopy images taken
using similar devices under similar lighting conditions and at the same magnification
level. All images are 1024 by 768 resolution full color images in jpeg format.
This image data is divided into two disjoint sets: a training set and a test set. The
training set consists of 837 lesion images with 184 melanomas and 653 benign lesions.
The test set consists of 804 lesion images with 189 melanomas and 615 benign lesions.
Lesion border masks for each of these images used in this research are manually acquired
from the domain expert. An automatically generated hair mask is used in the preprocessing.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total of fifty one different features described in Section 3 (12 morphological
features, 8 median split features, 5 salient point features, 6 texture features, 12 RGB color
features and 8 hue color features) are used in a logistic regression based classifier with an
objective to identify melanoma automatically. Figure 8 shows the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve for the APN classifier model. The area under the ROC curve
(AUC) for the model is 0.902.
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Figure 8. ROC curve for melanoma classification using APN features.
The maximum accuracy of the model at an AUC of 0.902 was achieved to be
84.9%, meaning the model was capable of correctly classifying melanoma and benign
lesions approximately around 85% of the time. The objective here is to maximize the
sensitivity such that chances of missing the detection of melanoma are very small. As a
result a threshold was chosen such that the sensitivity is 97.2% for the training set; at this
point specificity was calculated to be 41.35% for the training set. With the same
threshold, sensitivity was 80.42% while the specificity was 33.01% for the test set.
Table 6 shows the top ten features selected in the model along with their chisquare score.
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Table 6: Top ten features in the model with their chi-square score.

S.N.

Feature Description

Feature

Chi-Square
Score

M8

105.9414

1

Lesion perimeter

2

Hue standard deviation in non APN region

nAH3

37.151

3

Ratio of lesion perimeter to square root of lesion area

M11

34.6872

4

APN normalized lowest intensity median split area in
APN

MS1

9.8186

5

Red plane standard deviation in APN area

AC4

7.5416

6

Green plane standard deviation in non APN area

nAC5

14.5247

7

Mean hue in APN area

AH1

8.5233

8

Blue plane standard deviation in non APN area

nAC6

15.0423

9

Interaction feature

nAH3*nAC6

7.2715

10

Interaction feature

M8*nAH3

11.6056

Figure 9 shows two samples of 2 mm melanoma dermoscopy lesion images along
with their APN overlay. These two samples were successfully identified as melanoma
using the model based on APN features presented in this paper.
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Figure 9. Samples of 2mm melanoma detected successfully using APN model.
6. CONCLUSION
In this research, segmentation of the APN region in a skin lesion is performed
based on the idea that the red plane variance is significant for finding the APN region. A
variety of features extracted from the APN region are then used to explore the
classification of melanoma and benign lesions. A logistic regression based classifier
model is designed to perform discrimination of melanoma from benign lesions. This
model achieved an overall accuracy of almost 85% on a large real world data set. With
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the objective of achieving high sensitivity, the model threshold can be modified to get
sensitivity of 97.2% with a specificity of 41.35% for the training set whereas a sensitivity
of 80.42% and a specificity of 33.01% result for the test set at the same threshold. The
statistical results based on APN features from this research demonstrate that APN is a
critical feature in identifying melanoma and these features in combination with other
melanoma image features could further improve the accuracy in identifying melanoma
from the dermoscopic image.
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ABSTRACT
Melanoma is the deadliest forms of skin cancer causing a large majority of skin
cancer deaths. The number of deaths is only increasing every year. Since deaths caused
by melanoma can be prevented if diagnosed early, its diagnosis in its early stage is
extremely important. As such, automatic computer-based identification systems are one
of the most efficient methods in early diagnosis of melanoma. This research presents an
automated classification of melanoma and benign lesions using dermoscopy images.
Various clinical and dermoscopy features are used in the classification method, which is
based on logistic regression. Regions in a skin lesion image significant in identification of
melanoma are segmented and then used to extract morphological, color and texture
related features. These features are fused along with clinical features to build classifier
models based on a training set that consists of real-world clinical dermoscopy images
with a real-world melanoma to benign ratio. Models are built in a hierarchical manner
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experimenting with different combination of features at different hierarchy levels. These
models are then tested on a disjoint test set similar to the training set with a similar
melanoma to benign ratio. Results obtained from these models are promising and provide
a great amount of confidence in its practical implementation and future improvement.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most common types of cancer among both sexes in the United States is
skin cancer. Among different types of skin cancer, malignant melanoma is considered to
be the deadliest and is responsible for the most skin cancer deaths [1]. In 2014, an
estimated 76,100 melanomas will be diagnosed and, about 9,710 people are expected to
die of melanoma in the United States [1]. Failure to diagnose melanoma in its earlier
stage may allow it to be lethal. Thus, early detection is critically important for reducing
deaths caused by melanoma. However, decisions made by dermatologists for diagnosis of
melanoma are highly subjective and they often depend on pathological tests which take
time. Over a billion dollars per year is spent on biopsying lesions that turn out to be
benign, and even then cases of melanoma are missed by domain experts [2]. Hence,
professionals in the area seek computer-aided systems to assist with accurate diagnosis of
melanoma and at the same time avoid performing numerous unnecessary biopsies. One
reason for this is the enhancements in skin imaging technology and image processing
techniques in recent decades. One purpose is to address and remove the subjectivity and
ambiguity associated with the human decisions in the diagnosis process of melanoma.
However, it is extensively accepted that any such computer-aided system and algorithm
has to be highly accurate, in order to be implemented consistently in the diagnostic
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process. In this research, clinical features and features extracted from dermoscopy images
are used for automatic classification of melanoma.
In recent years, the dermoscopy imaging method has been very popular in skin
cancer diagnosis. The importance of this imaging method in early diagnosis of melanoma
has been widely reported in various studies [3-6]. Studies have also shown that
dermoscopy increases the diagnostic accuracy over clinical visual inspection in hands of
experienced physicians [7-9]. Hence dermoscopy images are very widely used in the
automatic analysis of skin lesions for melanoma diagnosis.
There are multiple steps in automatic analysis of dermoscopy images for
melanoma discrimination. Figure 1 shows the overall diagram of the system.

RGB
Dermoscopy
Image

Lesion
Segmentation

Melanoma
Decision
Image Preprocessing and
Feature
Segmentation

Feature
Extraction

Logistic
Regression
based classifier

Figure 1. Overall block diagram of the automatic melanoma detection system.
The first step is the segmentation of the lesion from dermoscopy image. This step
is followed by segmentation of local and global features. Local features are features that
are present only in some parts of the lesion depending on lesion type and may either be
characteristic of melanoma or benign lesions. Examples of these features are atypical
pigment network (APN), white area, salient points and pink area. Segmentation of global
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features is the division of entire lesion in terms of some global features like color. This
research uses median split segmentation of the lesion as global feature segmentation.
After this segmentation process, features are extracted based on morphology, color and
texture statistics of the segmented regions. Clinical features related to lesion and patient
are also collected to be used. The final step is the classification of melanoma and benign
lesions based on the features generated in the previous step.
The subsequent sections of this report are organized as follows. Section 2
describes lesion segmentation and noise removal from the dermoscopy image. Section 3
explains in brief about feature sets used in this research. Section 4 describes image data
set that is used in this research. Section 5 presents the classification process and the
results achieved from the classification. Finally. Section 6 explains the conclusion of this
research.

2. LESION SEGMENTATION AND ARTIFACT REMOVAL
Segmentation of the lesion area from the dermoscopy image is the first step in any
analysis of local features that maybe significant for melanoma detection. In this research,
manually drawn lesion borders are used in the analysis and segmentation of local
melanoma features. These manual borders are drawn by experts in the field of
dermatology. Figure 2 shows lesion segmentation using a manually obtained lesion
border.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Lesion segmentation. (a) Dermoscopy lesion image, (b) Manually drawn lesion
mask, (c) Segmented lesion area.
Hairs and bubbles in the dermoscopy liquid/gel act as artifacts in dermoscopy
images and hence their proper masking is an essential pre-processing step for analysis of
such images for accurate melanoma detection. An anisotropic diffusion based edge
detection method is used to detect hair-like artifacts [10]. This method also detects edges
of other useful lesion characteristics and hence a morphological noise removal technique
is employed to remove non-hair segments. In regard to bubble artifacts, manually created
bubble masks have been used in this research. The development of an automatic bubble
mask is work in progress. Figure 3 shows the hair mask generation steps in brief.
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Figure 3. Segmentation of hair mask. (a) Original image, (b) Perona-Malik anisotropic
diffusion [10], (c) Hair mask after noise removal, (d) Overlaid hair mask.

3. FEATURE DESCRIPTION
There are various factors that could determine the malignancy of a skin lesion. In
this research, various different features are considered for discriminating melanoma from
benign lesions. All these features are briefly described in this section.
3.1. CLINICAL FEATURES
Clinical features are features that are collected in clinic and may be related to
patient’s personal information and about the skin lesion. A list of clinical features used in
this research are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. List of clinical features and their description.
Feature
#

Feature Description

Feature Name

This is the geographic location of the patient. It is a binary
C1

Location of Patient

feature and represents location either between 30°N latitude
and 30°S latitude (in the equatorial region) or not.

C2

Age

Patient’s age at the time of clinic visit.

C3

Gender

Gender of the patient: male or female.
This represents the quantized location of lesion on the

C4

Quantized location

C5

Lesion size

This is the size of the largest dimension of the lesion in mm.

C6

Patient history

Any melanoma history in the patient; binary feature.

C7

Family history

C8

Change

C9

Patient concern

patient’s body.

Any melanoma history in the family of the patient; binary
feature.
This is change observed in the skin lesion; binary feature.
Concern shown by the patient due to the skin lesion; binary
feature.

3.2. DERMOSCOPY FEATURES
Dermoscopy features are visual features that are local to the lesion area in
dermoscopy images. Various dermoscopy features are used in this research. These feature
regions are first segmented from the lesion area and then numerical features are extracted
from the segmented regions. Each of the feature regions used in this research are
described in brief.
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3.2.1. Atypical Pigment Network (APN). APN regions are brown, black or gray
meshes or thick lines in dermoscopy images [11]. It is a very critical feature for
successful classification of melanoma. An atypical pigment network is often found in
early stages of melanoma, yielding an odds ratio of 9.0 compared to benign lesions [12].
Using variance in the relative red plane, and a green-to-blue ratio threshold to remove
false positives, APN can be found to classify melanoma. From preliminary analysis, it is
observed that variance in the red plane is a major factor in segmentation of APN.
Artifacts like hairs and bubbles also have similar red variance characteristic as APN,
hence they are masked out using hair and bubble masks. Figure 4 shows a dermoscopy
image along with the APN overlay.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Sample dermoscopy image and APN overlay. (a) Original image, (b) APN
overlay.
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3.2.2. White Area. White areas are bright white spots generally considered to exist
inside the lesion. However, they can also appear outside the apparent lesion borders,
hence missed by automatic systems that analyze only the pigmented area. This research
hypothesize that inclusion of white areas outside the apparent melanoma boundary in the
analysis of a pigmented lesion may improve the accuracy of discrimination of melanoma
from benign lesions [13-14]. Figure 5 shows the white area overlay inside and outside the
lesion.

Figure 5. White area overlay inside and outside the lesion [13-15].
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3.2.3. Median Split. A median split algorithm is used to cluster the lesion area by
color into different segments [16-19]. This clustering method is based on the histogram of
the lesion area. Initially all pixels are considered to be in a single color bin with three
dimensions, R, G, and B. The dimension with the largest range is then split at the median,
so there are an equal number of pixels in the two resulting bins. Each iteration then
considers the ranges of the colors of each of the bins and splits the bin with the largest
range into two bins with equal pixel populations. The bin with the highest range in any
color axis is chosen for the subsequent split. Within the chosen bin, the split is performed
along the color axis with the highest range. This is performed three times resulting in a
segmentation into four color regions. Each region is then represented by its average color.
A number of color-based and morphological features are generated based on each region
of the segmented image [20]. Figure 6 shows the process of splitting the plane with
highest range by displaying the histogram of the image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Median split segmentation performed by subsequent splitting of the plane with
highest range. (a) Original dermoscopy image, (b) Histogram, (c) Median split image.
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3.2.4. Pink Area. Menzies, et al., Stoecker, et al. and Rader, et al. have noted the
importance of pink areas in dermoscopy images of melanoma [21-23]. In order to
generate pink area related features, three different shades of pink; light, dark and pinkorange are segmented in a dermoscopy image. Figure 7 show different shades of pink
along with the quintile overlay. It has been determined that the location of pink areas,
particularly in the paracentral regions, has greater weight than the number of shades [24].
The three different shades of pink and quintile overlay derived from the distance
transform are used to measure color, texture and blob features [24].

Figure 7. Automatically detected pink areas using 3-shade analysis, lesion quintile map
overlaid [25].
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3.2.5. Salient Points. The motivation for including salient point features in this
research comes from the point that atypical pigments are critical in determining
melanoma and these points are good representatives of such pigments. Salient points are
detected using Steger’s method of line detection [26]. The best results in terms of
melanoma discrimination were obtained by using the intensity plane (R+G+B)/3 for
detecting salient points [27]. The choice of sigma in the Gaussian filter, used for blurring
as a pre-processing step, also affected the outcome and its optimal value was 1.02 [27].
Salient points determined in this way using the intensity plane were then used to calculate
various texture and color features for aiding in the determination of melanoma. Figure 8
shows a sample salient point mask obtained from a dermoscopy image.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Sample of salient point image. (a) Original dermoscopy image, (b) Salient point
mask.
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4. DATA SET ACQUISITION AND DESCRIPTION
Skin lesion images used in this research are acquired from four clinic locations in
the United States of America. These are contact non-polarized dermoscopy images taken
using similar devices under similar lighting conditions and at the same magnification
level. All images are RGB color images and are of size 768 by 1024.
This image data is divided into two sets; a training set and a test set. The training
set consists of 837 lesion images with 184 melanomas and 653 benign lesions. The test
set consists of 804 lesion images with 189 melanomas and 615 benign lesions. The lesion
border masks for these images are manually acquired for this research. An automatically
generated hair mask is used in the pre-processing.

5. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The classification method in this research is based on logistic regression
implemented in SAS (SAS Institute Inc., 100 SAS Campus Drive, Cary, NC 27513-2414,
USA). Chi-square statistic is used as a measure of feature selection for the classifier
model. A stepwise selection procedure is used for the logistic regression. Table 2
categorizes features being used in this research for the discrimination of melanoma from
benign lesions.
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Table 2. Number of features in each category.

Feature Category

Number of features

Clinical Features

9

APN Features

52

Median Split Features

265

White Area Features

437

Pink Area Features

161

Salient Point Features

7

The training and testing for the classification of melanoma are performed in a
hierarchical manner and are examined in six different combinations by applying feature
fusion. Fusion of clinical and dermoscopy features has been shown to provide enhanced
discrimination of basal cell carcinoma (BCC), compared to using either clinical or
dermoscopy features separately [28]. Results are presented for all the six combinations
applied in this result. In the first combination, a model is built for each feature category
and the output of that model is used to build the final model for classification. In the
second combination, a model is built using white area features only and that is used along
with other category features to build the final model. In the third combination, white area
and pink area features are used separately to build their respective models and their
outputs are used along with other category features to create the final model. In the fourth
combination, separate models are built for APN features, for white area features and for
pink area features and the outputs of those are combined with other remaining category
features to build a final melanoma predicting model. The fifth combination has separate
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models built from median split features, from white area features and from pink area
features. Outputs from these models are used along with APN features, salient point
features and clinical features to create a final prediction model. Finally, in the sixth
combination separate models are built for everything except salient point features and
clinical features. These models are then combined with salient point features and clinical
features to build a final model to predict melanoma.
Table 3 summarizes the results for all six hierarchical combinations of features indicating
the sensitivity and specificity for the training and test sets for each combination. It can be
seen that the sensitivity for the training set is around 99% for each combination with the
highest specificity of 76.88% obtained for third combination where white area and pink
area models are combined with other feature categories for final melanoma prediction.
This combination is also the best in terms of overall accuracy on the training set. A
maximum sensitivity of 89.95% is achieved for the test set by implementing model from
the second feature combination set, although in this case the specificity achieved is only
45.04%. With an intention of maximizing the sensitivity, the highest specificity achieved
for the test set is 57.24%, which is for the fifth feature combination set. Table 3 also list
area-under-the-cure (AUC) values for the training set for each feature combination set.
The AUC is also referred to as an index of accuracy and is a performance metric for a
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve which is a standard technique for
summarizing a classifier performance. A maximum AUC of 0.982 is achieved for the
model from the third feature combination set which also provided the maximum accuracy
with the training set. For the model, which provided the maximum accuracy with the test
set, the AUC achieved is 0.971.
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Table 3. Classifier results for each of the six hierarchical combinations.

Sensitivity Specificity
(%)
(%)

Overall
Accuracy
(%)

Feature Set
Combination

Image Data
Set

First
Combination

Train

98.36

72.43

78.14

Test

87.83

47.8

57.21

Second
Combination

Train

98.36

59.11

67.74

Test

89.95

45.04

55.6

Third
Combination

Train

99.46

76.88

81.84

Test

78.84

56.26

61.57

Fourth
Combination

Train

98.36

67.69

74.43

Test

86.77

48.29

57.34

Fifth
Combination

Train

98.36

76.57

81.36

Test

81.48

57.24

62.94

Sixth
Combination

Train

98.36

70.29

76.46

Test

89.42

45.85

56.09

Training
AUC
0.964
0.954
0.982
0.970
0.971
0.970

Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 list some of the significant
features included in the model based on their chi-square score for each of the six
combinations, respectively. It is observed that clinical features like age of the patient,
geographic location of the patient and change observed in the skin lesion are significant
features irrespective of the model. Output from the APN feature model is also observed
as a significant feature in the final model whenever it is used as feature as in the first, the
fourth and the sixth combination models. Similarly, the median split-based model output
is also a significant feature in cases where it is used to create final model, as seen in the
first, the fifth and the sixth combination models. Features based on pink area model
appears to be another significant feature as seen in the third, the fourth and the fifth
models. The white area-based model output is not observed as a top feature when APN,
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or the median split based model outputs are used in final model creation. This suggests
that white area model output is less significant than model outputs from APN, median
split or even pink area in the final model, as observed from the third, the fourth, the fifth
and the sixth combination models.

Table 4. List of significant features in the first hierarchical combination.

S.N.

Feature Name

Chi-Square
Score
430.5092

1

APN feature model output

2

Clinical feature model output

132.7874

3

Median split feature model output

35.2983

Table 5. List of significant features in the second hierarchical combination.

S.N.

Feature Name

Chi-Square
Score
211.7836

1

White area feature model output

2

Age of the patient

118.2196

3

Geographic location of the patient

42.5898

4

Change observed in skin lesion
Ratio of lesion perimeter to square-root
of lesion area

53.8852

5

13.3415
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Table 6. List of significant features in the third hierarchical combination.

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5

Feature Name
Pink area feature model output
Age of the patient
Geographic location of the patient
Change observed in skin lesion
White are feature model output

Chi-Square
Score
245.4629
123.6506
26.423
28.0602
19.6042

Table 7. List of significant features in the fourth hierarchical combination.

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5

Feature Name
APN feature model output
Age of the patient
Change observed in skin lesion
Geographic location of the patient
Pink area feature model output

Chi-Square
Score
430.5092
71.3315
20.2759
36.8922
19.7516

Table 8. List of significant features in the fifth hierarchical combination.

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5

Feature Name
Median split feature model output
Age of the patient
Pink area feature model output
Geographic location of the patient
Change observed in skin lesion

Chi-Square
Score
408.5967
67.704
24.6514
20.9569
15.6659
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Table 9. List of significant features in the sixth hierarchical combination.

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5

Feature Name
APN feature model output
Median split feature model output
Age of the patient
Change observed in skin lesion
Geographic location of the patient

Chi-Square
Score
430.5092
74.2869
47.6047
19.0427
32.6699

Figure 9 shows ROC curves for all six different models along with the area under
the curve (AUC) values for each of them. An AUC value of more than 0.95 indicates
good predictive power from each of the model.

Figure 9. ROC curve for all six hierarchical combinations.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this research, automatic classification of melanoma was performed using fusion
of dermoscopy and clinical features. Various dermoscopy features, significant in
determination of melanoma, were extracted after segmentation and their features were
used along with clinical features in a logistic regression based classifier for
discriminating melanoma from benign lesions. The disjoint training and test sets used in
this research are real world data and are representative of the real world ratio of benign to
melanoma.
Various combinations of features were used in hierarchical models and the third
combination (white area model and pink area model outputs used along with other feature
categories to build final model) provided the best result for the training set with
sensitivity close to 99% and specificity of approximately 77%. The highest sensitivity
achieved for the test set was approximately 90% for the second combination (white area
model output used along with other feature categories) at which point the specificity was
45%. These results are promising given the size of the data set. It can also be observed
that clinical features like age, change and location are significant in determining
melanoma as are APN, median split and pink area features. Further experiments can be
performed with other classifiers in order to explore more success with the existing
features.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSION

This dissertation presents a novel approach of automatic lesion border selection
for dermoscopy images from borders generated by different segmentation algorithms.
This approach further increases the accuracy of lesion segmentation on a variety of skin
lesions thereby assisting other feature extraction algorithms for automatic classification
of melanoma. This dissertation also presents a method of segmenting APN structures in a
dermoscopy skin lesion based on the red plane variance. Features from the segmented
regions are used in automatic classification of melanoma. In addition, the dissertation
also explores the automatic classification of melanoma using fusion of clinical and other
dermoscopy features by building a hierarchical classifier using different combinations of
features. The results from this research indicate that the accuracy of automatic
segmentation of skin lesions can be improved by implementing a classifier to select a
good lesion border among the various choices available. Also, by combining clinical and
dermoscopy features at different levels, higher accuracy of melanoma classification can
be achieved.
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